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about us
Established in 1971 Signet Signs Ltd enjoys an
excellent reputation for customer service.
Rated 5/5 (Google Reviews) by over a hundred
customer reviews we continue to deliver on
promises and deadlines every time.
Our new premises in Clevedon, 2 mins from the M5
oﬀers a convenient location with easy access to the
surrounding areas.
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contact
01275 463601
mail@signetsigns.co.uk
www.signetsigns.co.uk
Unit 3
Windmill Business Park, Windmill Road
Kenn, Clevedon, BS21 6SR
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Built Up Lettering & Logos

Overview.
Built up lettering diﬀers from ﬂat cut lettering in that it has an appreciable depth to it. Cut from sheet
steel / aluminium and with welded returns we are able to manufacture this style of signage to any size
or shape.
Items can be ﬁxed ﬂush to the wall or sit proud (as per the photo to the right).
Material Options.
Brushed / Polished Stainless Steel (marine grade 316).
Powder coated Stainless Steel / Aluminium.
Fixing Options.
Flush to the wall on threaded rod ﬁxings or held away from the wall on threaded rod /
stand oﬀ locators to the reverse.
Illumination.
Internal illumination can be achieved via LED modules mounted inside the letters /
logo with the light coming out of the open rear of the letters / logo. This gives a
halo eﬀect (glow on the surface behind). Alternatively a pencil light can be utilised
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Post and Panel Signs

Overview
A time served method of producing outdoor signs, Post & Panel signs are
seen over the whole of the UK in a wide variety of shapes and sizes.
Post Options
Steel or Aluminium. Price is slightly cheaper for steel posts, however
aluminium has the advantage of not rusting. Posts can be powder
coated to any standard RAL / BS colour reference, and can be
square or round as suits.

Panel Options
Folded trays (as per the sign to the left) or ﬂat panels can both
be mounted onto posts. Flat panels are mounted with the posts
behind them, whereas folded trays tend to have the posts at
either end with the sign in between them.
Illumination
A post mounted pencil light can be utilised to illuminate face of sign.

Flat Cut Stand-oﬀ Aluminium
Composite Lettering & Logo
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Overview
Flat Cut lettering ( Fret Cut Lettering ) is cut from a sheet of material by either laser or router. The
letters can then be ﬁxed ﬂush to the wall via double sided adhesive tape or mounted onto locators which
hold the letters slightly oﬀ the wall.
Material Options
Acrylic, Aluminium Composite, Wood or Foamex in a range of diﬀerent material thicknesses.
Additional Information
Virtually any size or shape can be manufactured in a range of materials. Suitable for both internal & external use,
their versatility allows them to be used in a wide range of locations each time adapting the material and ﬁxing method
to the environment.
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External Acrylic Lettering

Overview
Flat Cut lettering ( Fret Cut Lettering ) is cut from a sheet of material by
either laser or router.
The letters can then be ﬁxed ﬂush to the wall via double sided adhesive
tape or mounted onto locators which hold the letters slightly oﬀ the wall.
Material Options
Acrylic, Aluminium Composite, Wood or Foamex in a range of
diﬀerent material thicknesses, virtually any size or shape can be
manufactured.
Suitable for both internal and external use, their versatility
allows them to be used in a wide range of locations each time
adapting the material and ﬁxing method to the environment.

Internal Flat Cut
Acrylic Lettering & Logo
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Overview
This sign was produced for Trinity Church School. After our graphics team recreated
the school logo, the letters and logo were cut from a sheet of navy acrylic. We then applied
clear stand oﬀ locators to the reverse, lifting the sign from the surface of the wall.
Our laser cutter was utilised to cut the logo. Laser cutting oﬀers advantages over router cutting
as the edges of the letters are very polished as it’s cut. Router cutting leaves a much rougher edge
which needs to be tidied up after cutting. In essence, laser cutting is both quicker, cheaper and better!

Powder Coated
Folded Aluminium Tray
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Overview
Folded trays give a sense of depth to your signage, projecting your brand away from the wall
behind. Depth of returns are normally between 30 to 50mm, but can be larger if required. Trays
are mounted onto the wall, screw ﬁxed using lengths of aluminium angle hidden inside the tray.
Material Options.
Aluminium or Aluminium Composite ( plastic sheet with aluminium face to each side ).
Additional Information.
Trays can be powder coated in any standard RAL/BS colour reference or colour matched to your requirements.
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Illuminated Aluminium Tray
Overview
The illumination of this sign above Advance Dental Practice main entrance was completed
utilising two diﬀerent methods.
The tooth logo and “DENTIST” sit proud of the sign face and are manufactured
from clear acrylic with pvc graphics to the face. This allows the internal LED
illumination to shine out of the side of the letters as well as through the face.
The smaller text “ADVANCE DENTAL PRACTICE” has been
fret cut through the face of the aluminium panel. The ‘holes’
left by the letters are then backed up by a sheet of acrylic
inside so that the letters light up when the LEDs are
turned on.
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Post and Panel Sign

Overview
A time served method of producing outdoor signs, Post & Panel signs
are
seen over the whole of the UK in a wide variety of shapes and sizes.
Post Options
Steel or Aluminium. Price is slightly cheaper for steel posts, however aluminium
has the advantage of not rusting.
Posts can be powder coated to any standard RAL / BS colour reference, and
can be square or round as suits.
Panel Options
Flat panel signs (as per the sign to the left) or folded trays can both be mounted
onto posts. Flat panels are mounted with the posts behind them, whereas folded trays
tend to have the posts at either end with the sign in between them.
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Premises Branding Panels
Overview
A time served method of establishing brand awareness on your business premises.
Aluminium composite panels ﬁxed to the building with your corporate branding
are a superb way of advertising your location to passing trade.
Sign Options
Flat panels are the most popular due to their low cost and low maintence.
Other options include:Folded Aluminium Tray
A more ‘box like’ sign with folded returns to each side, the joins are
then welded & dressed before powder coating.
Flexi-face Sign. An aluminium frame with a digitally printed skin
stretched over the face. An excellent solution for signs which are
very large. This option can be internally illuminated via
LED modules as an additional option.
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Frame & Insert

Aluminium frame complete with digitially printed panel insert.
The frame is ﬁxed to the building wall / cladding and allows for
the panel to be inserted from the left / right side of the frame.
This allows for the panel to be updated in the future quickly
and at low cost.
Our UV print is both outdoor durable and resistant to fade,
oﬀering an advantage over traditional solvent based print.
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Estate Directory
Seen all over the UK at business parks and industrial estates, Estate Directorys provide a means of
giving conﬁdence that visitors are in the right
location and directing them to the
correct unit.
Individual sections of the
directories can be updated as and when
tenants move
on.
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Internal Directory

Our internal directories can be utilised as way ﬁnding systems
or to list tenants in your oﬃce building / complex.
A wide variety of options are available from clear acrylic panel
systems through to vinyl wrapped corporate branded options
like the item below.
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Large Post Mounted Site Signage

Overview
A time served method of producing outdoor signs, Post & Panel signs are seen over the whole of the UK in
a wide variety of shapes and sizes.
Post Options
Steel or Aluminium. Price is slightly cheaper for steel posts, however aluminium has the advantage of not rusting.
Posts can be powder coated to any standard RAL / BS colour reference, and can be square or round as suits.
Panel Options
Flat panel signs are recommended for large signs, as folded trays will catch the wind at a large size proving a possible
danger.
Illumination
A post mounted pencil light can be utilised to case a light over the face of the sign mounted either above or below.
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Shop Front Signs

There are a great many ways in which your shop front sign can be manufactured, please contact us to discuss your requirements on 01275 463601
The photo shows a black folded aluminium tray complete with a
black pencil light shining down onto the sign front.
The graphics were produced using outdoor grade pvc to
ensure a long life in even the most extreme weather
conditions.
The hanging sign is a double sided aluminum tray, with
pvc graphics to both sides, mounted on a steel hanging

Shop Front Sign with
Fret Cut Graphics
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Outdoor durable UV digitally printed Drunk Monkey pvc graphics applied ﬂush to
the face. Fret cut ‘Drunk Monkey Tattoos’ logo with pvc graphics to the face. Logo
is then mounted onto stand oﬀ locators to the reverse to hold the business name
proud of the sign face.
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Monolith & Box signs

Internal solid metal frame structure for support with aluminium panels / folded trays wrapped around
the face of the structure. Folded tray and aluminium panels are powder coated for colour longevity
with digitally printed graphics applied to the face and wrapped around the edges.
A strong, eye catching sign design guaranteed to catch your eye.
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Fence / Hoarding Panels

With UV digital print you can be conﬁdent knowing your signage will last in all weathers.
Our ﬂat bed UV printer is capable of producing outstanding print detail at super fast speeds.
This means you get your signs quickly and at a competitive price whilst being conﬁdent they will last.
We can print directly onto Aluminium, Aluminium Composite, Foamex, Correx, Foamalux, Wood,
Rigid Plastic (HIPS), Steel or any other ﬂat sheet material.
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Window Graphics

We stock a wide range of window ﬁlms to suit all applications
from digitally printed graphics to specialist window ﬁlms.
Etched, Frosted, Dusted eﬀect window ﬁlms.
One way vision ﬁlm (Contra-vision 60/40).
Coloured vinyls (Avery, Imageperfect & Oracal ranges).
Digitally printed clear pvc (Optically clear).
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Wide Format Print

We’ve produced vinyl graphics for some of the largest international companies in the UK.
This particular photo was taken after we completed works at Paddington Station.
A specialist vinyl was utilised to cope with the atmosphere and the ‘dirt resistant’ coating to
the face of the customer service desk.
We are able to manufacture vinyl graphics to any size / quantity from labels to full wall murals.
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Pavement Signs

Swing signs, A boards, Click frames, Poster Boards, and Flexi-signs
we have them all!
Our in house art dept can produce a design to your liking or
you can supply print ready artwork to us if you desire.
Competiively priced and designed to provide a cost
eﬀective means of continuous advertising for
you and your business.
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Clear Acrylic Panels

An acrylic sign in your reception area is a superb ﬁnishing touch to greet
your visitors upon arrival.
With the graphics applied to the back of the clear panel, these signs
are easy to clean and look great for years.
Panels can be ﬁxed ﬂush to the wall, or as seen in these photos
mounted onto silver barrel ﬁxings so they sit proud.
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Frosted Acrylic Panels

In contrast to the previous page, the acrylic panel need not be clear.
It could be frosted (as per this example) or ﬂooded in a coloured pvc to the
back. These options provide a means of ensuring your sign stands out from
the colour of the wall behind it.
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Exhibition Displays (1)

Pop up banners, modular pop up systems, swing signs and so much more!
Please contact us to discuss your exhibition display requirements.
01275 463601
mail@signetsigns.co.uk
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Exhibition Displays (2)

Pop up banners, modular pop up systems, swing signs and so much more!
Please contact us to discuss your exhibition display requirements.
01275 463601
mail@signetsigns.co.uk
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Exhibition Displays (3)

Pop up banners, modular pop up systems, swing signs and so much more!
Please contact us to discuss your exhibition display requirements.
01275 463601
mail@signetsigns.co.uk
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Vehicle Graphics

From the biggest blue chip company to the individual starting out on
their own everyone recognises the cost eﬀectiveness of having their
advertising working for them 24/7.
We can work from your designs or we oﬀer a full design and advice service
via our in-house art department utilising vinyl speciﬁcally manufactured for
vehicle graphics. This ensures longevity and colour retention even when exposed
to harsh sunlight, daily wear and tear, fuel spills and everything that the British
weather system typically throws at us. Your vehicle will continue to look great,
creating the right impression, for many years to come without fear of your graphics
shrinking or fading.
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PVC Banners

We use heavy duty PVC material as we believe in oﬀering a durable material as a result this isn’t likely to rip or
crease easily. The graphics will be produced in one of two ways. Digitally printed graphics are ideal for banners
which are used for one oﬀ events. PVC lettering is perfect for banners which will be used for events
where some details need to be updated each time. For example promoting a school open evening where the
date & time will need to be amended.
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Light Box

An aluminium frame with internal bracing provides a strong and secure structure, whilst an acrylic insert
has the graphics applied to the face. Traditionally light boxes were internally illuminated via tubes but we prefer
to internally illuminate by LED modules providing a low ongoing cost and maintenance free solution. Light boxes do
not necessarily need to be illuminated and can be manufactured without illumination if required.
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Finger Posts

As a means of providing a way-ﬁnding solution to your visitors
ﬁnger post systems are hard to beat. Surely mounted on steel
or aluminium posts we oﬀer a range of diﬀerent systems to
accomodate all requirements.
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Large Advertising Boards

Impressive in their size and supported by both posts and rakers
(diagonal supporting posts) to ensure these signs withstand high winds.
We are able to supply and install any size sign at a competitive price.

Call for your free
no obligation
quotation today...
Beneﬁt from our creative
in-house design service, receive
design proofs & graphic renders
to visualise your signage in situ.

01275 463601
mail@signetsigns.co.uk
www.signetsigns.co.uk

